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This IS an and erecting 20,000 tons of structural jects in our nation depend on steel. 

; , steel for the framework alone. The And steel depends on men like you. If 
artist s concept of U. S. Navy through the prime con- you would like to find out about the 

, ; tractor is supervising the entire job. many engineering, financial analysis 
the world s biggest When it’s completed, there’ll be a _ or sales career opportunities at U.S. 

1 power plant, office buildings and per- Steel, send the coupon. 
radio telescope ee eitilities for a permanent 400. USS isa registered trademark 

This giant telescope will use radio man crew. The site is near Sugar united Slates Steel Rorporation 
waves to locate objects that are bil- Grove, West Virginia. 525 William Penn Place e280 
lions of light years out in space. The United States Steel produces many Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
dish-shaped mirror will be 600 feet in of the materials that are essential for cate me career information 
diameter—about the size of Yankee construction: Structural carbon steel; °°°ut US: Steel. 
Stadium. It will be the biggest mov- high strength steels; alloy steels; stain- _ ‘“¢%e——_____ 
able radio telescope ever known. less steels; steel piling; steel drainage Schoo! ——______— 

As you’d imagine, it is going to take products; cements; slag; reinforcing Address_— 
a lot of material to build an instru- bars; welded wire fabric; wire rope; City Zone __ State — 

ment this size. The American Bridge _ steel fence; electrical cable; and other . 
Division of United States Steel, as a allied products. United States Steel 
major subcontractor, is fabricating The most important building pro-



IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL... 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been assigned now being designed, developed and tested at JPL. The 
responsibility for the Nation’s program of unmanned mission of this particular series will include first, explora- 
lunar, planetary, and interplanetary exploration. The _ tion of the environment and later the landing of instru- 
objectives of this program are to contribute to mankind’s mented capsules on the moon. 
fundamental knowledge of space and the space environ- Never before has such a wide vista of opportunity, or 
ment and to contribute to the development of the tech- a greater incentive been open to men trained in all fields 
nology of space exploration. For the next ten years, as of modern science and engineering. Every day at JPL new 
larger booster vehicles become available, increasingly problems arise, new theories are advanced, new methods 
versatile spacecraft payloads will be developed. tested, new materials used and new principles discov- 

JPL will conduct the missions, utilizing these spacecraft ered. This creates a stimulating work atmosphere for 
to orbit and land on the moon, to probe interplanetary _ trained individuals and an unlimited field for constructive 
space, and to orbit and land on the near and far planets. development of a long-range and rewarding career. 

Earliest of these spacecraft will be the “Ranger” series Wouldn't you like to take part in it? a 
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@ JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
Operated by the California Institute of Technology under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Graduate Students in these fields 

INFRA-RED + OPTICS * MICROWAVE * SERVOMECHANISMS + COMPUTERS + LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION + STRUCTURES * CHEMISTRY 
INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS + ENGINEERING MECHANICS + TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. 
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many as four riggers busy bolting assemblies in place. 305 

hp Hiller 12E made more than 30 trips to complete upper 
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ENGINEERS REDUCE TRANSMISSION LOSS 

Although it may seem far-fetched, Wisconsin Electric Power Company engineers are 

concerned with heating “outer space.” Our engineers recognize that the economics of 

heat loss from conductors to the atmosphere affects design decisions. For instance, while 

designing a new 138,000 volt circuit scheduled to replace an existing line in three years, 

they computed operating costs for the three-year period and decided immediate re- 

placement was best. The old line has been of adequate size and has provided reliable 

service for more than 35 years. But consideration of recent system load increases which 

affected this old line showed that the heat loss could be substantially reduced by re- 

placement three years ahead of schedule. This will result in a six-figure saving in fuel 

costs over three years and will about pay for the cost of replacing present conductors. 

This is typical of problems involving both transmission line design and system 

planning which are assigned to Company engineers. System and transmission engineers 

are now using analog and digital computers to develop new concepts for future power 

transmission and distribution. Investigate our employment opportunities in all fields of 

engineering — complete with well-rounded training programs for cadet engineers and 

offering excellent employe benefits. 

x] SYSTEM Ke 
ANS 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. APPLETON, WIS. RACINE, WIS. me 
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At Convair, we know how important it is to Salary? You'll find us competitive right down 
choose your first association wisely. We can the line. 
almost always help to make the decision a little Location? Convair’s operating divisions are lo- 

easier, whether or not you choose Convair. cated in California and Texas. Each has advan- 
No company can be all things to all graduates tages; all are In medium-sized metropolitan areas. 

but Convair offers some unusual advantages that hz 2 Ssoetites?, Distinguished met tn Year field 
should interest you. We’re a big company, but ave chosen Convair as their company, the best 
provide many of the advantages usually consid- place to express their ideas and formulate their 

ered unique to smaller firms. Our engineering Careers. | 3 x x 
departments, for example, are purposely organ- Graduate study? Convair aggressively encour 
ized into small, specialized groups, achieving a ages graduate study and participation in local 
climate of individualism rare in a company our educational programs through lecturing and 
size. Also, a large organization can pursue a vari- se sb f decide, Bi8k | 3 fRSES 
ety of independent research and technical studies; b “3 OS oF you eo) i DISK UP all the facts 
its resources provide an extra measure of stability. about Convair. You'll find them in our new bro- 

Looking for real opportunity? Convair, as a chure, “Engineering Opportunities. See it in 
member of the General Dynamics family, offers your placement office or write for a copy. Address 
what is probably the most advanced and diversi- Mr. H. T. Brooks, Engineering Personnel Ad- 
fied list of programs and products in the aero- ministrator, Convair General Office, San Diego 
space industry, 12, California, 

pe e 
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A “stream-of-action” environment with unusual growth 

possibilities should be a major factor in a choice of 
career. And that’s an excellent reason for considering 

carefully the opportunities existing in Sikorsky Aircraft. 

We believe that our company is just the “right-sized 
stream”. Young engineers can enjoy diversified, small- 
group activities, as well as stature opportunities in a 

field that is wide open to the expression of imagination 
and professional competence. 

Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the 

modern helicopter. Our current program is far-ranging 
and is recognized as one of the broadest and most 
challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 

Work associations are stimulating and in an atmosphere 
of progress. Assignments could include joining an elec- 
tronic team of twenty to thirty associates—or—working 

with a highly selective group of four or five on interest- 
ing problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilot- 

age, automatic stabilization, etc. 

If you want to enter this “stream-of-action’’, the time is 
now. Opportunities for personal progress have never 

been greater. 

For detailed information about careers with us, please 

write to Mr. James L. Purfield, Employment Supervisor. 

——_— SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT conwecncut " SMR EF CONNECTICUT — 
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION =~  ) 
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OUT OF THE LABORATORY 
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Advanced power conversion systems fluid systems and controls, pneumatic valves and 
for space vehicles utilizing energy of the sun or controls and missile accessory power units. 
heat from a nuclear reactor are now being devel- This diversification of project areas enables 
oped by Garrett’s AiResearch divisions. Under _ the engineer at Garrett to specialize or diversify 
evaluation are dynamic and static systems which according to his interest, not only making work 
convert heat into a continuous electrical power more interesting but increasing the opportunities 
supply for space flight missions of extended dura- for responsibility and advancement. 

tion. Component and material developments for An orientation program lasting several months 
these systems are being advanced in the fields of is available for the newly graduated engineer, 
liquid metals, heat transfer, nonmechanical and working on assignments with highly experienced 
turboelectric energy conversion, turbomachinery, engineers in laboratory, preliminary design and 
alternators and controls. development projects. In this way his most profit- 

Besides solar and nuclear power systems for able areas of interest can be found. 
space applications, other product areas at Garrett For further information about a career with 

include small gas turbine engines, environmental The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. 
systems for advanced flight vehicles, cryogenic Bradley in Los Angeles. 

THE CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 
Los Angeles 45, California + Phoenix, Arizona 

OTHER DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES: AIRSUPPLY-AERO ENGINEERING * AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE © GARRETT SUPPLY © AIR CRUISERS 
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL ® GARRETT MANUFACTURING LIMITED © MARWEDEL ® GARRETT INTERNATIONAL S.A. © GARRETT (JAPAN) LIMITED 
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Things We Know About Tomorrow 

EYES MADE FOR DARKNESS Westinghouse scientists expect that airplane pilots are going 

to be able to see the ground clearly on a cloudy, moonless night. Astronomers will be able 

to see vastly beyond the present range of their telescopes, perhaps to the final boundary of 

the universe, if there is one. Policemen will peer into dark alleys and see through special bin- 

oculars. Scientists at Westinghouse are working on the proposition that no matter how 

dark it looks to us, there is plenty of “‘light’” everywhere: on a black night, in a coal mine, ina 

sealed room. We just have the wrong kind of eyes to see it all. So they have developed a de- 

vice that “sees” infrared light which we can sense only as heat...another device that ‘‘sees’ 

ultraviolet light, which we can detect only when it gives us sunburn...still another that picks 

up a single “packet” of light, the smallest amount that can exist, and multiplies it into a 

visible flash. You can be sure...if it’s 

, a "ty 

ENGINEERS: For full information on rewarding career opportunities at Westinghouse write to 

L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Ardmore & Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
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LOEB DRAMA CENTER, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. a 

Architect: HuGH A. STUBBINS & ASSOCIATES, CAMBRIDGE, Mass. Plumbing & Heating ~@ ‘ 3 - a | \. . i 
Engineer: DELBROOK ENGINEERING, INC., CAMBRIDGE, Mass. General Contractor: GEORGE |g i\faee | 
A. FULLER Co., New York, N. Y. Plumbing & Sprinkler Contractor: C. H. Cronin, INc., per Vo 
Boston, Mass. Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning Contractor: THOMAS G. GALLAGHER, eo S cl is £ < oe 
INc., SOMERVILLE, MASS. al “ee am Py oe 
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f — x Ne JENKINS VALVES Specified for ee Sah ae 
Trouble-free Control of All Service Lines __»> es Pee gh 

« b a k, Was 
In the new Loeb Drama Center you push a button, get a conventional, oe hy Pu yo. | 
Broadway-type stage. Push another, an “apron type” stage for Eliza- >a S Eee i 

. * . \ Woe ; 

bethan drama. Push a third —and voila— you have modified 1s Pee NF \ a 

“theater-in-the-round!”’ my 6h 4 he ‘ 

This well may be the finest, the most versatile and responsive theater Ay Q »  - 4 

in history. One thing is sure: its builders, architects and engineers a. —, ' “7 
Fonad sata aly. . . + : a a a s vl 
insisted on practicality along with the stuff of which theatrical dreams os 3 4 

are made. They specified Jenkins Valves throughout the building for Jenkins Iron Body Gate Valves in the theater's piping system 
the entire complex of heating, piping and air conditioning lines. 

To the men who design, build and operate America’s distinguished 

buildings, the specification “JENKINS” is a trusted protection against 

costly valve maintenance and replacement. And they commonly pro- LOOK FOR THE JENKINS DIAMOND é 
vide this protection, knowing that Jenkins Valves cost no more. | 

Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, New York 17. A E S SINCE 1864 

Sold Through Leading Distributors Everywhere |
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This column will truly live up to its name this month. 

Most of the engineers who are nearing graduation and their first 
jobs are doing so with quite a bit of apprehension. If you fit into this 
category, (and if you don’t, you soon will) be sure to read the article 
on page 14 entitled First Years in Industry. It may help to put your 
mind at ease. 

We have tried this year to give you articles that will ready you 
for work in your chosen field. With our graduate issue, we tried to 
show you the advantages of graduate school and what the different 
engineering departments of the University have to offer. Our high 
school issue may not help you much, but it may help some of the peo- 

ple who follow you. We hope that our efforts have been of some good 
to you and may help you in later life. 

Since this is the last issue put out by the two of us, we would like 

to express our gratitude at this time for the job done by this year’s staff. 

They worked hard and stuck with us although at times conditions were 

without exaggeration, sheer chaos. 

Next month the new staff headed by Roger Nehrbass, Editor and 
Jim Pellegrino, Business Manager, will take over. They still could use 
additions to their staffs, so don’t be bashful about letting them know 
if you're interested in working next semester. It can be very good 
experience for you. 

Joun C. ScHuBERT 

Wu.t1aM S. HuEBNER 

The 135-degree heat of the test chamber shown here quickly melts a stick of 

butter, but does not affect the comfort of the man holding it. He is wearing 

an experimental air-conditioned suit, developed by the Navy and Westinghouse, 

dl that keeps him comfortable at a temperature of about 80 degrees F. A ther- 

moelectric heating and cooling unit is fitted into the back of the suit; the 

battery pack in front provides power to make the suit completely portable. 
—Photo Courtesy of Westinghouse Electric 
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Automotive Safety Devi 

by Jack C. Rockwood me’61 

CAUSE OF INJURY IN AUTOMO- on the part of the car near the Injuries Caused by Ejection 
BILE ACCIDENTS driver to less than one tenth the from Auto 

ILE main cause of injury when forces at the bumper. Fig. 1 below Another factor revealed from 
T: car crashes is the rapid de- demonstrates how effective the studies of auto accidents is that 

celerations and forces deyel- structure of the modern car is in in approximately 50 per cent of 

oped therefrom. When the human reducing the impact reaction to the injury-producing accidents, the 
body is stopped against the front vehicle occupants In a collision. front doors opened and One OF ae bls passenger compartment, it Phe decelerative force: is seen: to more occupants was ejected. Com- 

undergoes rapidly onset and con- decline rapidly as the distance from plete ejection of occupants through 

centrated forces which are beyond the front bumper increases. opened doors approximately 
the range of human tolerances. An- It has been found that the pas- doubled the risk of sustaining mod- 
other cause of injury occurs be- senger who decelerates with the erate through fatal injuries. The 
cause of ejection from the auto Caras he will if he is restrained problem of doors opening ina 
as when a door flies open upon by a safety belt—will receive less crash is another problem the safety 
impact. injury than the passenger who is research program has found an an- 

thrown forward onto the dashboard swer for. Safety door latches have 
: . or out of the car onto the street. been designed to prevent opening 

Mncalorations seeker 'n The decelerative forces involved in of doors as the body is distorted 
SE Stgenee sudden stops will result in bodily from impact. 

The decelerations developed in injury to the occupants if they are 
a car crash at highway speeds set thrown forward against the wind- Human Tolerances 

up very great forces on the passen- shield, dashboard, or other struc- The human body is capable of 
gers. It is these forces, if left un- tures or projections. Some means of withstanding great forces if they 
controlled, that cause the injury to. restraint then is the answer for are of short duration and spread 
the passengers. Hf it were practical preventing these forces from caus- out over the body. Since the body 
to build a car so that it could ab- ing injury. is soft and flexible, it is easily punc- 
sorb deceleration and acceleration While restraint with belts can tured by a concentrated force. This 
forces, or keep them within the decrease the chance of a fatality in fact is important to the driver of 
range of human tolerance limits, a crash, the chances of minor or an auto which crashes. The ordi- 
practically any type of collision severe injuries from striking the in- nary steering wheel rim folds away 
could occur without injuring the terior of the car are still present. with very little force and the 
passengers. Protrusions, sharp edges, and knobs driver’s chest impacts the steering 

Present day cars can, however, are lethal items when contacted by post with practically undiminished 
attentuate these collision forces the human body at impact speed. force. This can cause serious in- 
somewhat, as for example, when The dangers from these can be jury to the driver’s chest and upper 
the front end of a car collapses overcome somewhat by dash pad- torso. The problem here is one of 
upon hitting an object. Structural ding, recessing the knobs, and de- spreading the forces out and de- 
bending and yielding forward. of signing for smooth contours around creasing them to within the range 
the driving compartment may re- the forward part of the passenger of human tolerance. The recessed 
duce the deceleration forces acting compartment. hub steering wheel which has been 
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developed from studies of this the front seat of the auto to be motorist decelerating at the same 
problem provides a good measure crashed into the barrier. It was rate as the car and prevent him 
of safety for the driver in a head-on found that collision deceleration is from being thrown out or against 
crash. It provides a built-in col- seldom unidirectional because im- the car body. Also, if restrained, 
lapsible distance with which to de- pact is seldom perfectly head-on. the driver will be less likely to lose 
celerate the driver more slowly and Therefore, rotational as well as control of the vehicle during a 
prevent the sudden impact on the translational accelerations occur — minor accident, and be injured be- 
steering column. during collision. Decelerations cause the vehicle subsequently 

are, however, predominately went out of control. 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A longitudinal. Experiments show that a belt, by 
CAR CRASHES The initial motion of the dum- restraining the torso, can prevent or 

In order to fully analyze the mies consisted of a_ torso rotation greatly reduce the magnitude of a 
happenings of an auto accident, it about the hip joints, accompanied head blow on parts of the vehicle 
must be observed while it happens. by an acceleration forward and up- structure. A human head weighs 

For this purpose, auto manufac- ward relative to the car, at an angle — about 10 Ib and if it suffers a de- 
turers have set up testing grounds of about 45 degrees. This move- celeration of say, 20 g’s, the head 
and facilities where deliberate  ™ment continued until the dummies would be capable of exerting a 
crashes can be staged and analyzed. struck some part of the interior of force of 200 Ib. But the head is not 

the car. able to move entirely on its own 
Deliberate Auto Crashes The dummy in the driver’s seat and the “equivalent mass” may be 

At the auto manufacturers prov: invariably sustained a chest blow much greater than 10 Ib because of 
ing grounds, remotely Goutrolled. from the steering wheel and a head the added effects of parts or the 

@is ave eeadhed. into’ barriers: at blow from the upper part of the whole of the torso. If, however, the 
various speeds and the results tab- windshield or car roof. An adult head hits a solid structure which 
ulated and analyzed. Car frame dummy in the front passenger seat will not dent or break easily, the 
and body deflections, safety belt usually struck the upper part of the — deceleration will be much greater 

loading, subject responses to colli- windshield or the car roof with the than 20g and, in consequence, the 
sion, and effect upon the human head, followed by a head blow on impact forces will be great enough 
form dummies ima collision are the lower part of the windshield or to cause the head to yield, and in- 
seine of the. factors «which are de: upper part of the instrument panel. juries to the skull and face will be 
termined, Two moving vehicles can The small dummy in the front unavoidable. It is essential that a 
be used but it was found that Passenger seat first hit the lower safety belt should be able to re- 
crashing an auto into a fixed barrier part of the windshield or upper strain the upper part of the torso 
produces. similar injury-producing part of the instrument panel with and should be strong. enough to 
situations, arid a moré accurate the head and then struck the verti- withstand the appreciable forces 
photo/time study can be made of cal face of the dash with the torso. arising from the decelerations pro- 

the crash since the location of the duced in vehicle crashes. Some 
point of collision is:Bxed. MEASURES USED TO PREVENT belts now supplied by car manufac- 

INJURY AND FATALITY IN turers do not restrain the upper 
The Use of Dummy Subjects CRASHES part of the torso and, although 

The use of wired dummies facili- The results of the crash research they del keep person in dis scitt. 
tates determination of decelerations conducted by leading car manufac- a ah wi prevent violent motion 
and reactions to deceleration. The turers have been the development o a meee . / . 
car is driven by remote control into of the now common safety devices. The use of a shoulder harness 
a barrier and high-speed motion The safety belt, recessed hub steer- overcomes this fault of the lap belt. 
pictures are taken of the car and ing wheels, safety door latches, and Experiment on the relative cffi- 
its “occupants” just before and dur- dash padding are discussed here. sueney of lap belts and shoulder 
ing the sudden deceleration upon harness in vehicle collisions at 
impact. Seat Belts 25-mph have shown that shoulder- 

In one type of test, an “adult” There is no doubt that some form _‘!00P belts are more effective than 
and a “child” dummy are seated in of restraining device will keep the (Continued on page 29) 

., or i: gS : Jack Rockwood, a senior in mechanical engineering, chose 

a i €£_ this subject because of his interest in automotive research. 

\% ~ 4 j Jack is from Wisconsin Rapids and is a member of ASME. 
. we 
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Star Birth Star Life would weigh several hundred tons 

N ORDER for star birth to oc- Stars burn by continuing the nu- on the earth’s surface. 

Lew, there must be hydrogen clear reactions which were started Stars are also divided into two 

and cosmic dust available. This at their birth. Four atoms of hydro- groups: Population I, and, Popula- 

cosmic dust may be any or all of gen with the atomic mass of 4.032 tion I. Younger stars which are in 

the elements, and both it and the are changed into one atom of Population I are blue because they 

hydrogen rush through space until helium with an atomic mass of are being formed continuously 

a huge cloud has collected. As the 4.003. This is a loss in mass of .029. from the gas and dust clouds in 

amount of hydrogen and dust in- This mass loss is turned completely space, and are hundreds of thou- 

GEnASeS, the cloud condenses and into energy according to Einstein's sands times brighter than our sun. 

increases in density. When the mat- equation, E = MC*. In our sun, Because they are new stars they are 
2 . pe anes. . " ‘aAUSe oy are new Stars they are 

ter wahich composes the cloud is BED tillion: tous of helium are Dro found in regions of gas and dust 
packed into an ever increasingly duced every second which means such as the spiral arms of galaxies 

: bn ons TE we . such as the spiral arms of galaxies 

smaller space, energy is released four million tons of mass are turned - nebular dust clouds 

from the gravitational fields of the completely into energy in the form OF MEDUIAL Gust lauds. 

individual atoms resulting in a of light and heat. Population II stars are older and 

heating of the whole mass. After hundreds of times brighter than 

the cloud’s initial volume has Star Placement our sun. They are the red giants 

shrunk about a_ billion — billion Stars which have not used up ten and white dwarfs found in the cen- 

times, the temperature and den- to twelve per cent of their fuel fall ter of galaxies, in satellite or ellip- 

sity are great enough to start col- along a curve known as the Main tical nebulas, and in globular clus- 

lisions between individual hydro- Sequence. This curve is made by ters where there is no gas or dust 

gen atoms, which is the start of plotting the stars according to their —_ because it has been used up in the 

nuclear reactions and the birth of surface temperature and absolute — formation of these stars. Huge 

a star. The forces causing the atoms brightness. The higher the surface numbers of Population II stars are 

to fly apart, due to the heat of the temperature the brighter the star. in the center of galaxies making the 

nuclear reaction, are directly coun- A star appears blue when it is the centers show very bright, almost as 

teracted by the gravitational at hottest, then white, yellow, orange, if the center were composed of a 

traction of the whole mass. The and red when it is the coolest. solid mass of burning gas and dust. 

pressure inside a star is due to the However, there are stars which do . . cae 

temperature and gravitational at- not fall on this curve. After a star Population I stars after millions 

traction which are dependent on uses up 12% of its fuel, it expands of years move into the Population 

the mass. The greater the mass of giving a larger surface area with II division. As Population I stars 

a star the higher the temperature more light, but with a lower sur- burn and become older, they ex- 

must be to counteract the gravita- face temperature. This type of star pand because of a build up in their 

tional attraction. Also the higher is known as a red giant. It expands helium COLE: When this cole begins 

the temperature, the greater the up to a certain point, explodes, be- to shrink under its own weight and 

energy production will be, because gins to contract until the surface the weight of the hydrogen burn- 

nuclear reactions depend directly temperature and brightness again ing around it the star may leak or 

on temperature. Considering these fit the Main Sequence. Then it con- blow off some of its surface. This is 

qualities, a star with a large mass tinues to shrink thereby increasing called anova. In the pre-nova stage 

will be brighter and its surface its surface temperature but causing the internal pressure of the star is 

temperature will be higher than a it to appear dimmer. When a star greater than the external Pressure 

star of smaller mass. The radius of _ reaches this point it is called a due to the weight of the helium, 

a star depends on the pressure in- white dwarf and does not fit the which is approximately four times 

side and pressure correspondingly | Main Sequence. White dwarfs con- heavier than hydrogen. Then in the 

depends on the mass so that a star tinue burning becoming red and nova stage, the star climinates some 

of large mass will have greater then black as they use up their of its mass and again equalizes the 

pressure and a larger radius than a hydrogen. A dwarf star becomes so internal and external pressures. 

star of smaller mass. dense that a handful of its mass (Continued on page 26) 

eg ; y . Karl Mohr, a junior in Civil Engineering, calls Green Bay 

4 F oe 7 i home. Before coming to Madison he attended the extension 

go \ é in Green Bay. Karl chose this topic because of his strong in- 

. ms terest in astronomy. He has written several articles and given 

a a. a few talks on creation theories of the universe. Karl has taken 

‘= oe part in Mock Political Convention and dorm skits and dances. 
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First Y in Indust 

by John Schubert che’61 

“What will | be doing?” placement and practice in imme- Throughout this period Alan was 
“Am | prepared to do it?” diate responsibility, Alan was given becoming increasingly familiar 

his first assignment as soon as he — with P & G ’s operations and_ his 
SK any engineering graduate received a brief general orienta- role in the Engineering Division 

As he moves into his first job tion. through his personalized training 
what's foremost in his mind, He was sent to the company’s program. One facet of his program 

and you'll find these two questions nearby St. Bernard (Ohio) plant— _ that especially impressed him was 
in one form or other. to find the answers to a steam dis- a semi-weekly meeting of all the 

It was to lear the answers first- tribution problem involving new — company’s new engineers. At first 
hand that 1 recently went to Cin- process requirements. Flow capa- these hour and a half meetings 
cimati (Ohio) to talk with two city to the installed equipment was were devoted to employee plans 
University of Wisconsin graduates of basic importance, but just as im- and_ policies, management tech- 
—Alan Dahl, BSME ‘60, and Bob portant was the terminal pressure niques and other general informa- 
Hentges, BSCHE 756. available at the process site. Alan’s tion, but they gradually become 

Both men are employed in the job was to see that the best results more technical with discussions of 
Engineering Division of The Proc- were realized for both factors. the development of projects, the 
ter & Gamble Company. Their Working closely with plant per- administration of projects, and new 
Division is headquartered in the sonnel he determined the existing engineering materials. 
Ivorydale Technical Center and is flows and pipe sizes from the boiler I asked Alan, from his experience responsible for the development, house to the process site. With of the last half year, how he would design and construction of about pressure drop calculations made answer the new engineering gradu- $20 million worth of new plants from this data, he then was able to ate who asked him, “Am I capable and facilities a year. This is in meet the new process demands. By of doing the work?” 
essence “tooling for production” of weighing these changes with costs His answer was straightforward: the Company's more than 300 and future demand increases he “T would tell him that the fact that products (which. I learned, include came up with the solution to the he’s a graduate of an accredited synthetic detergents, soaps, toilet steam problem. engineering school and that com- goods, food products, paper prod- In passing on this information to panies are anxious to hire him is ucts, chemical cellulose and chemi- the construction site the co-ordi- more than enough proof that he’s cal specialties ). nated his work with that of the Pro- capable of doing the work. I first talked with Alan, who is in duction Engineering Department. “T can tell you only about what the Heat and Power Department, To the draftsman assigned to him I've found at P&G, but I think to fined out something about what he furnished the information that youll find similar situations in the training period is like. He led to the drawing of the piping other companies. At P&G assign- started at P & G last June and is alterations. After he had reviewed ments are geared to your ability, now a little more than halfway the drawing, the design phase of becoming more complex as you through his one-year training pro- the project was completed. Later progress and become more familiar gram. he inspected the finished installa- with your job. 

Since the company believes in tion to see his designed system in “You work closely with your on-the-job-training. with direct job operation. group leader—whose thorough 
l4 
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engineering experience helps you in his senior year, has been with In 1957, after 15 months of work 

develop your own skills as you face P&G for almost five years. experience, Bob was assigned to 

increased responsibilities in your Bob said, “My first year was like study the layout and_ preliminary 

projects. He meets with you regu- — Alan’s except that my training and design of a new fatty alcohol plant 

larly once a week, at a set time, to project assignments were chemical —a $31 million project. The nine- 

discuss your project, but he’s avail- engineering-oriented. One of my month study included fundamental 

able anytime if you need an extra major projects was designing cen- design of such unit operations as 

measure of professional help. tralized unloading, storage and distillation, filtration, high-pressure 

“Another kind of meeting that pumping systems for these major reactions and centrifugation The 

you attend at P&G are qualification raw materials used in detergent alcohol plant was not built because 

sessions. At these meetings you get and soap making at P&G's Balti- further study showed that increas- 

together with experienced leaders more (Md.) plant. The total cost ing the capaciy of two existing 

in the Division to discuss every- of the installed equipment and plants was practical and more 

thing you have learned thus far fa piping was about $80,000.” economical. 

vour training period, The meetings . In_ his second year’ Bob Was Bob then spent three months de- 

| are informal question-and-answer given the assignment of TNCHeASIDE, signing and starting-up a fatty al- 

type; they give both you and the the capacity of the company’s St. cohol fractionation process. Later 

people you're working for a chance Louis (Mo. ) plant's spray-drying he went to P&G's Port Ivory 

to see how you are progressing. unit, which produces P&G's lide (Staten Island, N.Y.) plant to start- 

“There's a bi-weekly report that and other detergents. After com- up a hydrolyzer process used in 

vou do, too, that furnishes a good pleting this work, he was shifted continuous soap making. 

guide to your development. It’s to another project m the Cincinnati For several of these assignments 

about a page long and gives you ae unit, which involved he made trips to various plants to 

the opportunity to put down your the tesing and starting-up of a gain a knowledge of the plants and 

thoughts on the project you're highly automated new process. equipment and then to direct start- 

working on or a new discovery or Phis work gave Bob experience in up procedures. ; 

a Company policy or anything else equipment operation and start-up / In October, 1959, Bob was trans- 

that’s important to you. Inciden- and in working out the bugs in the ferred to, P&G's Dallas (Texas) 
tally, these reports help you Jean control system under actual plant 

to write clearly and concisely, im- operating conditions (Continued on page 28) 

portant skills for any engineer.” 

One of Alans latest projects was 

focused on the up-grading of safety 

protection equipment for process pps hm! —- = 2. 

furnaces. He first had to review Type. _  =—EO 

each installation and its operations Se 4 | 4 

to see what improvemnts were | - ol ie... 2 | A 

needed. Once the scope had been bf | oe -_. |g es 

developed, he could then design a ig a ae 2» 4a 

control system to meet the se- =" or oh — a e ka ~ L 

quence of operations for each in- y _— | ’ aa #! i 

stallation. f] ( : 4 ar “ ae Olay 

Since he has a limited knowledge es A og ‘ 3 4 Fi ate 

of electrical control equipment, ee eo’ ce iG - 

Alan went to the Electrical Section [vm T Ret § y | a 

of the Technical Service Depart- V é : Ys ~ re Now ; 

ment for detailed information. With ve ck & z. a \ ee 

this data, he was able to specify a J a ; fat Fe 

the necessary equipment and to in- | ii rn eB a aa Ne ‘oy } 

struct a draftsman in preparing / | ee Oe ; 

construction drawings. After the i: A a ; Arar 4% 

new safety equipment had been in- | u ne Gp4 i 

stalled, he instructed the furnace fe <9 A ee ee ed | 

operators in its operation. When oe 4 i & ee ‘ e. os ‘ 

the operators had been trained, he ee baie Sa 

supervised the initial light-off of q woe ! (} 

the furnaces. x : J afi ny 5 i 

Talking with Alan gave me a wr ee A ; 4 

good picture of what happens to a hae i. ) 

new engineer on the job. For a run- . 7 ead . li , f | 

down on what can happen over a Pd A cai 1 Be oa tiie 

longer period of time I talked with oe . 7 1 oe 

Bob Hentges. Bob, who was an Allen Dahl (left) and the author (right) looking at the furnace safety device 

editor of the Wisconsin Engineer installation designed by Allen. 
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ya The new computer system will through radiation. The satellite re- 
q be available to all academic de- turns signals on request from the 

partments of the University. In the earth by radio transmission. The 
past, as many as 300 projects have signals are recorded directly on 
been computer-aided in a single magnetic tape, then edited, and 

. year, involving some 400 faculty finally run on the 1604 Computer 
eS members and 700 students. An to calculate the connections of 

even greater magnitude of work these recordings with various 
will be possible with the advanced meteorological data. This amounts 
capabilities of the new 1604-160 to a meteorological weather station 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN IN- Computer installation. in the sky. Professor Suomi’s in- STALLS CONTROL DATA COM- . ne 5 : : PUTER SYSTEM Dr. Preston Hammer, Professor vestigations started in this field in 
of Mathematics and Director of the 1953 with experiments on a corn- 

Frank C. Mullaney, Vice Presi- | Numerical Analysis Laboratory, _ field’s heat budget—i.e., absorption 
dent and General Manager of Con- will have responsibility for the and then release of the sun’s heat. 
trol Data's Computer Division, to- computer operation. The Numeri- The satellite investigations to date 
day announced the installation of cal Analysis Laboratory performs have been extensions of those ex- 
a Control Data two-computer sys- its own calculations and monitors periments, not of a single cornfield 
tem at the University of Wisconsin calculations from all departments but of the entire earth. 
in Madison. Mulaney said the new of the University. In addition, Dr. In astronomy, Dr. Arthur Code, 
system has been installed at the Hammer said the Laboratory con- an astrophysicist, will work on 
Numerical Analysis Laboratory on ducts classes in the use of com- theoretical astrophysics problems 
the Wisconsin campus. puters and carries out research in using the 1604 system. Dr. Code 

The main clements in the system, — numerical methods in which com- said he expects the 1604 to be able 
called by Control Data the Satellite puters are used. to “program more realistic evalua- 
Computer System, are the large- Dr. Hammer, a group leader of tions” on such problems as_ star 
scale 1604 Computer and the desk- the Computing and Applied movement, deflections, astral colli- 
size, high speed 160 Computer. Mathematics Section at the Los sions, and the rapidly evolving 
Both computers make use of a Alamos Scientfic Laboratory before structure of stars. In a large class 
magnetic tape system, Control joining the staff at Wisconsin, indi- of problems, involving great input 
Data's 1607, to communicate bi- cated that the new computer sys- and the necessity to store large 
directionally, to store information, tem would enable his department tables of data, the 1604’s large 
and to buffer data to a 1000-line-a- and all University departments to memory will be very valuable, Dr. 
minute high-speed printer. A card carry out many more calculations Code said. 
reader and punch unit round out more rapidly. Some general com- Dr. Hammer, editor of the book 
the installation. puter uses will be in the prepara- | “The Computing Laboratory in the 

The Control Data 1604 can tion of advanced problems and in University,” termed “the definitive 
handle 100,000) instructions a experience to prove theorms in the work in its field,” made it clear that 
second, can store 114 million bits area of what Dr. Hammer refers to practically every University De- 
of information in its large mag- as “artificial intelligence.” partment would employ the new 
netic core memory, and recall any More specifically, Dr. Hammer computer system in equally im- 
one of those information bits in used the University’s Meteorology portant work. Physical and Social 
approximately two-millionths of a and Astronomy Departments as ex- Scientists and Engineers will prob- 
second. Yet, the all-transistorized amples. Professor Verner Suomi is ably do the most work with the 
Control Data system, including the involved in a project in which a | machine. The Department of Eco- 
160 Computer and peripheral satellite measures the net radiation nomics, Psychology, History, Edu- 
equipment, takes up only two- from the earth—to determine how cation and others plan to advance 
thirds the space required by the much heat comes in from the sun their own research capabilities 
computer that was replaced. and how much leaves the earth (Continued on page 30) 
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Is your future up in the air? 

As the communications needs of our nation become steadily it takes top-caliber people to help us broaden our horizons 
greater »»d more complex, the Bell Telephone System is into such exciting new areas as communication by satellites! 
continuing its pioneer work in microwave by “taking to the And microwave is only part of Western Electric's oppor- 
air” more and more to get the word across. tunity story. We have—right now—hundreds of challenging 

To this end, Western Electric — the manufacturing arm and rewarding positions in virtually all areas of telephony, 
of the Bell System — has the monumental task of producing as well as in development and building of defense communi- 
a large part of the microwave transmission equipment that cations and missile guidance systems for the Government. 

knits our country together by shrinking thousands of miles So, if your future is “up in the air,” you owe it to your 
into mere seconds. career to see “what’s up” for you at Western Electric. 

In spite of its great technological strides, the science of Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and 
radio relay is a rapidly-changing one. And new break- chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts, and 
throughs and advances are common occurrences. A case in pease malote: For more information, Sel your copy of ‘Western 

int: our Bell System “TH” Microwave Radi sl: a lectric and Your Career’ from your Placement Officer. Or write 
polit: iour << Systerts in oe i. Relay. ‘This College Relations, Room 6105, Western Electric Company, 195 Broad- 
newest deve opment in long-d istance telephone transmis- way, New York 7, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a Western Electric 
sion will eventually triple the present message-carrying interview when the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 
capacity of existing long-haul radio relay installations. A 
full-scale system of 6 working and 2 protection channels can , 
handle 11,000 telephone messages at the same time. fe rn Electric 

To make microwave work takes a host of special equip- wes 
ment and components: relay towers, antennae, waveguides, 

traveling wavetubes, transistors, etc. But just as important, MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY NU UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.: Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, 
Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla. Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill., and 
(Mttle Rock, Ark. Also Western Elsctris distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. Genoral headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. ¥. 
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International relations are due for an 

: interesting upturn, for Jane will be on 

' 4 the job promoting our country. Pres- 

: : ently she represents the Delta Gammas 

5 ; and does a fine job of promoting her 

>. : sorority. 

a. { : ; She has a class this semester on the 
/_ . 4 : : 

| 1 .. “engine” campus so look for her near 

2 a the EE building. And if you wonder 
=. ~ . . 

= about her 5’4” height remember that 

os |. great things come in small packages. 

 *. he Her other dimensions speak for them- . 

s : selves. 
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The crowning of St. Pat. 
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210 FOOT CRAWLER CRANES Therefore, to be satisfactory the mended the use of seamless me- 
FEATURE TUBULAR answer must involve reducing chanical tubing of one of the high 

CONSTRUCTION boom. strength. Such an answer strength alloy steels as being best 

When engineers undertake the can be found by taking advantage suited for boom construction. To 

design of crawler cranes for ex- of the unique properties possessed withstand the anticipated stress 

traordinarly high work, one of the by a tube. forces, the material was tested for 

first’ problems they encounter is The outstanding features of tu- 70,000 psi minimum yield with 

that of boom weight. That is, how bular construction are demon- 15% minimum elongation in 2”. 

. to build a boom, 200 feet or more strated again and again by the These suggestions were adopted 

in length, that is light cnough to greatest engineer of them all— and the first of the 71-B cranes 

be supported by a crane platform Mother Nature. The bones of ani- with tubular booms were built. 

of reasonable size, but still strong mals, fish and birds—hollow by Close to 4000 feet of job-matched 

cnough to lift a substantial work Nature’s choice—provide maxi- tubing went into the largest unit, 

load, mum. strength for load bearing = @ 210 foot boom, 40 foot jib 

Built in the conventional man- members while holding weight to a combination. 

ner, that is, steel angle lattice con- minimum. The completed crane extends 

struction, a 210 foot boom of the In the fabrication of extremely more than twenty stories in the air. 

strength required would have more long members such as the crane The 210 foot tubular boom has a 

weight than could be counterbal- boom, the structural characteristics OEE UG working radius of 170 

anced by a mobile platform of any of steel tubes provide an advan- feet, and the 40 foot tubular jib can 

practical size. tage in addition to their high be attached to further extend its 

One alternative would be to re- strength-low weight property. reach. | 

duce boom weight by use of thin- Their relatively large cross sections | 

ner, or fewer, structural members. provide a boom stability not pres- eaIGe TeAntiee Peadine GL : 

However, this would result in a ent ina comparable boom of angu- MATIC MAINTENANCE SAVINGS 

reduction of strength, which would lar construction. 

defeat the purpose of the boom. When the Bucyrus-Erie Com- Maintenance of the rollers used 

As a second alternative, substan- pany of South Milwaukee, Wiscon- in bridge expansion bearings has 

tially increasing the size and sin was preparing plans for a long long been one of the headaches of 

weight of the crane platform would boom for their Model 71-B, they keeping bridges in good repair. A 

serve to counterbalance the high considered many different materi- recently developed and most effec- 

boom weight. However, the larger als and construction techniques be- tive remedy is the replacement of 

platform would not only  signifi- fore deciding on tubular construc- these bearings with rubber expan- 

cantly increase the cost, but would tion. Working closely with the sion pads. 

seriously restrict the mobility of | Bucyrus-Erie engineers, the Bab- Modern bridges using rollers, 

the unit. cock & Wilcox Company recom- have encased them in an oil bath 
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from which dirt is kept out by a industry for which it was devel- become an ever increasing prob- dust trap. The majority of existing oped. lem to the automotive manufac- pridges however te el pee It is expected that while the turers. because of the additional in Unity re lance has en P aced automotive industry will be the first use of salt and other road de-icing a pa ie ne an m ing of to utilize this new corrosion resis- and road-clearing materials. Many the mac = sur aces. T rs opera- tant stainless steel, other industries, OTe municipalities across the a eae ee o in frane notably in the architectural feld country are using these metal-cat- and a good deal of hand ling of the and the furniture and appliance ing chemicals and materials; and scrapers and other parts in the con- fields, will also be interested in the highway departments are using fined spaces between the rollers. new: material. more of these materials. It was be- This is such a time-consuming and . . cause of this problem that Alle- tiresome job that, human nature The new alloy is called type 433 gheny Ludlum accentuated its re- being what it is, it is frequently put 29d _has additions of molybdenum search and development programs off, resulting in roller seizure— and copper to the automotive few years back. The steel firm which in turn can cause distorted ee ee steel i ve 430. wished to develop an even greater girder work and even ruptured Patents have been applied for on Gorosion resistant stainless steel, piers and abutments. this new grade. but without increasing the price of Once rust or dirt clogging keep With this announcement, of 433, the metal. 
the rollers from turning, they it brings to three the major de- Stainless steel for 30 years has quickly develop flats, grooves are velopments Allegheny Kudhum ms been the quality material—the 
worn in the knuckle casting on top of it wat Mn the ae our mont ss standard of the industry—used to 
of the rollers and in the surface of OF elt ner new materia  Omprocesses measure the corrosion resistance of the bedplate as the girder slides for use in the automotive industry. any material. 
back and forth on the bearings. ast November, the steel firm an- ‘This seis the job of re = § Last November, the steel firm an The automotive industry subjects us sets up on the job of removing nounced that it was then producing stainless steel to some of the most and re-turning the rollers; rela- in commercial tonnages new bright vee taEte ‘Amioné ‘these tests are 
tively simple—and machining the annealed stainless steel with a © “ho Be ae nae : salbeeaeee . N 3 : : 2 the Cass test, the crevice tests, the surfacing of the castings; tough be- mirror-like finish and improved salt spray tests, the galt slaw alter. cause the bedplate is usually corrosion resistant qualities. In mie teamnorien test. and " anaes dowelled into the bedstone. Putting bright annealing, stainless _ steel ‘est All i‘ 'L al ; iG cain doe roller hanvé ou - ests. egheny Ludlum’s new a seized up bridge roller bearing strip is annealed in a controlled stainless stecl—‘Type 433—passed 
back ne aoe a a can be atmosphere and under rigidly-con- all of! diese tests. unusually swell somewhat of a tall order. rolle 2 srature conditions = . in io : \ 1 f brid int aoe a tuk eepsilons The service tests by automotive / e ridge ‘superinten- vhile y betwee - : oa A number of bridge superinten while moving between high-purity producers are still continuing, and dents have found that by directly refractories. Where conventional al PSHORE GA thikke- at ‘ substituting: vabber pads for a li lulls the surf: f tl final reports on these will not be in substituting rubber pads for the annealing dulls the surface o the for six to eight more months. 
faulty rollers, they have a simple mental, requiring further pickling 
and economical solution. Not only to restore brightness, the new an- 
does this avoid the remachining of nealing process actually brightens CANS FOR KIDS 
castings and bedplates, but it re- he surface a ives added corro- ¥ . . 'S ok econ Ue Surface and gives added corro Old five-quart oil cans have been duces the maintenance to visual in- sion resistance to the metal. i: to vood wse at some § . spection and the painting of a small a ae Pum fo geod’ use at Some j2ummer i t of extra steelwork which Two months later, in January of camps where children are taught to 
gel 2 ccsibl sreeiworss wine this year, the steel firm announced swim, Camp instructors rig up the 1S) GOSH CCE SSID Ne a new stainless steel called MF-1 cans with a webbing harness and 
Actually, the rubber pads are for use in mufflers in the automo- use them to keep children afloat sandwiches of steel plates inter- tive field. This new muffler steel is while learning. 

leaved with rubber and having a being used on today’s Thunder- 
minimum cover of Y4 inch of bird. 
rubber around the edges so there = “ SIBERIAN HEAT WAVE? 
is no possibility of the plates rust- "he third development was an- sy a , ie hen 6 I I - f the nounced today with the new 433 A Russian engineer proposes to ing. 7 ads ° = = a o fe stainless steel. change the climate of a section of 
hoe Fee as the L ers it nee The new alloy433_will be Siberia near the Nevelskiy Strait. » splace, gre 5 3 = a 433—w 3 . ” ok y, Lue nlehictinn smnpityms available in. the me races awe He believes the severe winters 
the job of substitution. avananle m SINE BABss 2) would be reduced if a five-mile widths as the standard 430. The | : a hs 

material is rolled on the same dam “were: built ACTORS the st aut A BETTER CORROSION RESISTANT manent’ Is ; a " and the warm tides of the Sea of STAINLESS STEEL equipment and can be bright an- Japan were let in through: special 
: nealed as is 430. ape : ue SDGee A new and even more corrosion . : ; one-way gates to prevent them 

resistant stainless steel has been No mnerease m price for the new from flowing back out. The water, 
developed by Allegheny Ludlum type 433 is now anticipated over in turn, would warm the air in the 
Steel Corporation after two years Prices charged for type 430. surrounding region and never let 
of intensive development work. It The big advantage of the new the temperature drop below 30 de- 
is expected that the new alloy will product is the added corrosion grees Fahrenheit, the Russian 
be used initially in the automotive resistance. Corrosion resistance has claims. 
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Biggest thirst in the universe 
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| oe Each 6,000,000 pound thrust rocket ship now being planned for manned 

(ft © ~~ interplanetary exploration will gulp as much propellant as the entire capac- 

ra a sa of a 170 passenger DC-8 Jetliner in less than 4 seconds! It will consume 
' a ~~ 1,140 tons in the rocket's approximately 2 minutes of burning time. Required 

i a Gg eS to carry this vast quantity of propellant will be tanks tall as 8 story buildings, 

ob S 2. , strong enough to withstand tremendous G forces, yet of minimum weight. 

i “s aC Douglas is especially qualified to build giant-sized space ships of this type 

i, aS because of familiarity with every structural and environmental problem 

: 4 is “a involved. This has been gained through 18 years of experience in producing 

Co . as oa) missile and space systems. We are seeking qualified engineers and scien- 

anit ~<a tists to aid us in these and other projects. Write to C. C. LaVene, Box P-600, 

~— ¢ Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

Dr. Henry Ponsford, Chief, Structures Section, discusses valve and 
¢ e| 

_ »fuel flow requirements for space vehicles with DOUGLAS 

eo Donald W. Douglas, udr., President of 
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The Nuclear Ship Savannah Stainless Steel, more than 5,000 of them. mands of high operating pressures and 
is capable of sailing 350,000 nautical In all, engineers specified 200,000 temperatures, and to provide much- 
miles without refueling. Her uranium pounds of Nickel Stainless Steel for use needed strength and corrosion resist- 
oxide fuel is packaged in tubes of Nickel in the ship’s reactor...to meet the de- ance in this critical application. 

Se 

ee 

When you design equipment, you’ll - oe eee Se p 

have to select materials to meet given S Se a ee 
service conditions — materials that Zz Le Or 2 Pp | a 
might have to resist corrosion, wear, n a ee i eo a 

. * gi fF ae — i 
high temperatures, or fatigue. Over 3 gf a (2 

the years, Inco has developed new V4 yf - a | 
alloys and gathered information on By = f 4 4 Ww OA 
the performance of materials under oN : — . ee 
these and many other service con- |\ , |. ne . eB 
ditions. Inco will be glad to put this | “>. oe me y ) 
data at your disposal to help solve | 47SaAaW a er: i \ 

es | yw — = = —OS ) 
your future metal problems. We ree: _— ‘'@e. Bi | 

Inco’s List “A” contains descrip- | jgge i. et oo — 2 \ 
tions of 200 Inco publications which * - ~ cone —— 

are available to you, covering appli- New push-button roof of Nickel Needle’s eye reveals relative size 
cations and properties of Nickel and Stainless Steel turns a weatherproof of a Thermistor, a tiny bead made with 
its alloys. For List “A”, write Educa- auditorium into an open-air stadium in Nickel oxide—used to measure tempera- 
tional Services. a matter of seconds. The dome will pro- tures in and beyond the earth’s atmos- 

vide years of carefree beauty. That’s phere. The Nickel oxide helps develop 
because stainless steel with Nickel in it electrical properties for the accurate 

The International Nickel Company, Inc. _ is one of the most durable of metals. It’s recording of temperature changes as 
New York 5, N.Y. corrosion-resisting all the way through. small as 1/50th of a degree! 

xo, INTERNATIONAL NICKEL 
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) 

—producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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The Universe plodes because of the tremendous that it was merely a state of maxi- 
rate at which the hydrogen atoms mum contraction of a universe that 

(Continued from page 13) are fusing. The star throws out into had previously existed for an eter- 
Star Death-Nova space all the layers of the core un- nity of time. This statement im- 

til Chandraseklar’s limit is again plies that space and time began 

: A nova throws-out hydrogen, he- reached. The star then progresses with the primeval atom, and ask- 
lium and other elements formed by — into the white dwarf stage. The ing what came before would be 
the immense heat, but a star in the hole process takes from one hun- _ pointless. 
SUDETOOWE: SHIBES BOGS through dred to one thousand seconds. Ele- The third theory states that mat- 
much sreater change in order to ments which are thrown into space ter is continually being created in 
ae stable, Super-nova occurs combine with the dust and hydro- the form of hydrogen. This means 
only in’ giant stars which have a gen of space to form radioactive that there is future matter which is | 
mass thousands of times greater dnd other elements which, after not in existence today, and some of 
than our sun. As a giant star burns, millions of years, form new stars. today’s matter was not in existence 
it builds Mpa larger and larger nore It is a proven fact that newer stars in the past. The hydrogen is cre- 
of helium, until 12% of the stars contain more radioactive and ated by the force fields of atomic- 
ah has been need up At this heavier elements than older stars. nuclear particles and electro-mag- 

pomt © handedrase tar s limit 1s netic fields. The average rate at 
reached which is the oe of Creation Theories which the creation of ater takes 

turned into helium. The star then none of which can yet be definitely a cubic _ of space: This, - 

must éliminite:mass in order tore. Proven, that try te eeplans the en Gleady are Theory, as will be 
main below this critical limit. gin of the universe. They are: the — provides an excellent explana 

Evolution or Explosion Theory, the tion of the expanding universe. 

Supernova Expansion Contraction Theory, and These then, are the dominant 
When. saevecemninrerdlios the Steady State Theory. hypotheses concerning the struc- 

enhd., MASSIVE! SUIT! ADDTOUCnes The E . Son Fi ture of the universe. The decision 
the above limit, elements are lhe Evolution or Explosion The- . hem:resis:with:observati 
formed in the following manner. — OTY states that there was a primeval Aeane them me wit i ibe pation. 
The huge: core of helium creates a atom which was composed of all £ fan examp e, it went? , e 0! grea 

tremendous pressure which causes the mass in the universe, and had m : res ob cart ” ned at a ea 
the temperature to climb from nor- a density of about two billion tons sede feo mae at Oe 

mal—.30 million degrees C—to 130 Per square inch, This | ANaSS aD: for na a + ea On Theos ats) 
million degrees. Helium begins to Peared for only a few minutes, and the EZ ee a iheor vould by 
burn at this temperature forming then expanded rapidly for about ne cle Teen se then do ne © 
carbon, oxygen, and neon which — @ billion years. After this time the ode. fa och on ae 0 Tf Pron 
are added to the core causing it to density decreased enough so that aie 1OF Sus , pa a ‘ ne 

grow denser and hotter reaching Clusters of galaxies could Serre = Steady State. Theat “bee : me 
| 600 million degrees. The neon day these galaxies are still hurtling 7 ” le ans re 

burns and produces magnesium, through space at an ever increasing uusene 
The core then reaches 1,500 million rate. The theory also states that . 

degrees. The oxygen reactions form _ finally space will be empty, the Raisin Analogy 
aluminum, silicon, phosphorous, galaxies will be dead, and all en- Every galaxy in space seems to 
sulfur, chlorine, oxygen, and_po- ergy will have been expended so be hurtling away from one com- 
tassium which are also added to that the universe will be com mon center. As” they go farther 
the core. The radiation at this point Pletely dead. However, this theory from this center, they travel at an 
is gamma rays which knock and does not explain how the primeval increasing rate with the farthest 
mangle protons from the formed — atom came about. galaxies, which we can see, travel- 
elements. At 2,000 million degrees The Expansion-Contraction The- ing near the speed of light. It 
the fragments of the mangled ele- ory differs from the Evolutionary therefore seems as if the universe is 
ments form the heavier elements: Theory only in that the initial ex- expanding, but that the galaxies 
litanium, vanadium, chromium, plosion of the superdense mass did themselves remain together. One 

manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, and not provide enough kinetic energy professor likens this to raisins 
zinc. The star at this point is radi- to keep the galaxies speeding in an infinite cake. The cake 
ating energy at a tremendous speed through space. As a consequence as a whole expands, but the in- 
causing more contractions which gravitational attraction will take dividual raisins do not. To a per- 
increase pressure and temperature. over in time and the galaxies will son inside a raisin it seems as 
When the star reaches 5,000 million begin rushing toward each other jf the raisins the farthest away are | 
degrees, iron breaks down under — until the complex atoms break up traveling the fastest. It also seems 
the gamma ray bombardment and into hydrogen and again form a to the person that all the other 
forms helium. Approximately one superdense mass. One complete raisins are speeding away from him 
second after this occurs the helium cycle of expansion and contraction as if his raisin were in the center of 
pressure squeezes the huge amount would take thirty billion years. the cake. But if he were placed in 
of helium into an ever increasingly Cosmographer, George Gamon, any raisin, the illusion would re- 
smaller one. However, as quickly of the University of Colorado, sums main the same. This illusion ap- 
as the collapse occurs, the star ex- up the Primeval atom by saying pears to us in our galaxy, for at 
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first when astronomers realized the Explosion Theory the universe, the universe as a 

universe was expanding it seemed The Explosion Theory, which ex- whole expands. After billions of 

as if all the galaxies were speeding plained the creation of the uni- — Yeas great clouds of the gas radi- 

away from us. However, today it is verse, explains the expansion of the ate their heat away until finally 

definitely known that our galaxy, universe by stating that the prime- gravitational attraction between 
the Milky Way, is also speeding wal. atom exploded giving enough their tendency to fly apart making 

away from other galaxies, and that —_inetic energy to the mass to keep the clouds condense and form the 

we are not at the center of the it hurtling away from its origin for individual star system of a galaxy. 

universe. an eternity of time. However, an- The galaxies then move with the 

Doppier’s Prindipie other theory, Neutron creation, ex- expanding gas, but within ae 
plains the expansion by using the limits gravitation is supreme anc 

When light from distant galaxies continuous creation of matter as its He huge systems hold together. 
reaches us, it can be broken down base. Anti-Matter 
into the spectrum. In the spectrum . 
certain element lines tend toward Neutron Creation In a California laboratory an un- 

the red end of the spectrum. This Newly created matter which first usual particle was discovered 
is defined as the “red shift” in spec- appears in the form of neutrons is which acted as a positive electron. 

troscopy. Doppler’s Principle states the basis for the Neutron Creation This particle was named a positron. 

that if element lines tend toward Theory. The neutrons split up into With more research negative pro- 

the violet end of the spectrum, the an electron and proton releasing tons along with neutrons composed 

light source is traveling toward the about one billion degrees K of heat of negative protons and_ positive 
observer; but if the lines tend to- energy. This “cosmological mate- electrons were made in a becatron. 
ward red end, the light source is rial” which is in the form of a gas These particles were exactly oppo- 
traveling away from the observer. is scattered throughout the uni- site to any previously known par- 

Therefore, it is assumed that the verse at approximately ten atoms ticle and the question arose, “Could 
galaxies are moving away from us per cubic yard of space. It there- there be anti-matter?” If anti- 
and that the universe is expanding. fore has no heat effect on matter matter does exist it cannot come in 
However, this assumption is based immersed in it. However, the heat —_ contact with matter as we know it, 
on the correctness of the Doppler energy does make the gas expand for the instant matter and anti- 
Principle when applied to light. and because the gas is throughout (Continued on page 28) 

Why America’s state highway 
. a . . . 

engineers give first choice to Modern High-Type 
As phalt Pavement: The graph on the left shows you that in 1958 alone the use of high-type 

Asphalt pavement increased 6/87% over 1940. This is because advances 
in engineering know-how, in Asphalt technology and in the develop- 

ment of the mechanical paver have made modern, high-type Asphalt 

pavement the first choice of highway engineers. Its more economical 

MILEAGE BUILT ANNUALLY construction and low maintenance costs have saved many millions of 

BY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS tax dollars and kept America’s wheels rolling. 

bouts Recent engineering advances have developed new, DEEP 

naa STRENGTH Asphalt pavement which will provide even bet- 

HIGH - TYPE ter performance and greater pavement economy in the future. 

j|preunons The tax savings possible will amount to millions of dollars and will 

am ANY NY mean more and better local and interstate roads for our nation. 

H(HTF MINT] Your future success in civil engineering can depend on your knowledge 

of modern asphalt technology and construction. Send for your free 

same / “Student Kit” about Asphalt technology. Prepare for your future now! TTA ne 
| ASPHALT-paved Imerstace Highvays AE 

sa.00 (men 
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE 5), 

Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland \ ad Ae cf 

sos IN Portree 

SUE PLLA I Gentlemen: Please send me your free student portfolio ee 

| PORTLAND I on Asphalt Technology and Construction. 

CEMENT 

PR ay concrete || | 
OUR Ae we YO Te ST I $8 

I CITY, STATE. 

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of Public Roads I SCHOOL, 
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° Gray, George W. . sponsible for the design of two new 

The Universe “Alas Homing, ene eee, processes which will be started-up 
(Continued from page 28) een SAG LOSPIEMBGR May this year. 

“Hot Universe,” Time, 74 (November Bob was quick to point out the 
2, 1959), 37. fact that his engineering horizons 

matter come in contact, they an- Hoyle, Fred had been broadened considerably 
nihilate cach other completely re- “When Time Began,” Saturday Eve- in the 4% years since he was grad- 
leasing energy in the form of ning Post, 231 (February 21, uated. His training has continued 
gamma rays, neutrinos, and high 19n9), 88-94: far beyond his first year in indus- 
speed clectrons and positrons ac- “Larger Galaxy,” Scientific American, try. Apparently P&G believes in 
cording to Kinstein’s energy equa- 197 (July, 1959), 65. continuing to train a man for in- 
tion. It is not definitely known as “Our Own Bacdeker,” New Yorker, creased responsibilities for as long 
yet if stars or whole universes ete (November 28, 1957), 43-45. a. he shows capacity for growth. 
exist’ entirely out of anti-matter, Sandage; Allan ‘ Beets 
but there is strong evidence of “Birth and Death of a Star,” Science When I ae £0 Visit way he tivo anti-matter in the universe. When Digest, 41 (May, 1957), 11-15 Wisconsin engineering graduates in 

electrons and positrons are acceler- “Size of the Galaxy,” Sky and Tele- Cincinnati, I took with me the ated by a magnetic field they pro- scope, 16 (July, 1957), 424-454. doubts that any engineer going into 
dite A type oF radiition ‘Silled “Stars Grow Older,” Newsweek, 34 industry has about his own training 
swrcliraten sdiation whieh .cai (November 2, 1959), 92. and abilities. But I know now after 
take the form of radio waves. A “Still Bigger and Still Older,” Scientific talking with Alan Dahl and Bob 
wilaxy: known ‘asi M87,-which looks American, 199 (September, 1958), Hentges at Procter & Gamble that 
hnustually bright but normally . 86. — although it’s only natural to wonder 
shaped, a presently giving off huge Unbalanced Universe, 1 inves, 43 what lies ahead for you as an engi- 

amounts of synchrotron. radiation (une 22, 1989), 40: and 42, neer after graduation, there's no inv the form of vidio waves and “What Kind of Universe?” Scientific — need to doubt your own training 
even light waves which can be ob- x Arentcan, 20) (Taly, 190), 8 and abilitiesor the use industry served as a visible jet of light pro- “e Sie oe ae sate 72 will make of them. 

truding from the galaxy. It is pos- . eee oe Exactly what you will be doing 
sible to believe that M87 captured eee Without End, Newsweek; 54 after graduation depends largely < . : ovember 2, 1959), 92. . . oO a glob of anti-matter from an en- on you. But my visit with Alan and 
tire galaxy composed of this type of Bob convinced me that industry 
substance. At present this is the has a good awareness of your for- 
only way in which the radiation ° mal professional training and is 
can be expanded. “Outside our gal- First Year eae to make use of it im- 
axy other galaxies in remote parts (Continued from page 15) mediately—even while your inter- 
of the universe may consist entirely ests and skills are being given time 

ence of such bodies is the presence the job of plant engineer at the From what saw at P&G, ‘ 
of strong radio sources whose en- — COMP8ny’s Macon (Ga.) plant. seins that incustry-mecagnizes a 
ergy is difficult to explain by any “At Macon,” Bob said, “I super- cs is a = advantage m 
known process but might be ex- vised all equipment and building — ™#X!ng sure the new engineer gets 
plained by the annihilation of maintenance, power generation, : chaste anita assignment 
anti-matter.” construction and plant security. I and m keeping him PIOWINS. ahead had 24 men in my department and as fast as his capabilities permit. 

aigtiOGRABIIY controlled an annual plant mainte- oa. 
nance budget of $250,000. I ac- 

Burbidge, Geoffrey and Hoyle, Fred quired a background in budgeting, 
“Anti-Matter,” Scientific American, 198 panera! adr Gniseétion, mainte. oe Scotchman walked up to a 

(April, 1958), 34-39. nance and production scheduling, friend at a bar and. began telling 
“Discuss Origin of Universe,” Sci cost control and other management inten about . punting ce ue got 

recor eee Letter, 76 (July 11, activities. I also had my first op- i alt eo er ue the sgest 
, ” _— portunity to train other men. I con- That was tracking “Yuers. 
Oe er Ne a ~ Hampery, 216 ducted the first-year training of a “What's Yuers?” asked his friend. 

(March, 1958). 29-360 chemical engineer from the Uni- “TI have a beer, thanks,” said George W. Gray versity of Houde Bt wall — the Scotchman. 
“Stirs. Forming Rf ing” ing for a new welder-pipefitter and 

Thaeeis Di Sait we an instrument mechanic in my de- Just as they reached the bottoms 63. partment.” of their glasses the friend said, 
: “Well, PM have to go home and do 

_ Who the Workl Bogan,” Hesently Bob returned to the any chores.” Time 72, December 29, 1958. 32, “ngineering Division in Cincinnati. AGI ada ariel wel <Geavels. 

“Hed Hoyle, “When ‘Time Began,” He is now a group leader, respon- nan Sah ONES HES OCARED Saturday Evening Post 231, February 21 sible for detergent intermediates . 1959, 38-94 oO process design, and is currently re- “Beer, please.” replied the friend. 
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Safety Devices closed, the new type latch secures deformation and dissipated over 

the door to the jamb by means of relatively large areas of the body, 

(Continued from page 11) an interlock incorporated in the so that serious injury is prevented. 

latch. This feature is now used on This is accomplished by recessing 

lap belts and that the best combi I t f 
ap! DENS a et ‘ld a Des Ce a all standard American production the steering wheel hub back 3 to 4 

ee me n0U ve de dif ksi anc cars, and from results of accident in. from the rim and providing the 

2 i. at SINCE IE Is hh i ttoin- studies, has been very effective in spokes with proper design to pro- 

sta i vecause of the ac ditional preventing ejection of occupants. vide a controlled, energy absorb- 
chee the “ae manana nave ing collapse, to prevent too rapid 

© tba to ober only lap belts to Padding in Passenger an impact of the driver's chest with 

on hee cat which, j ft Compartment the hub. This will help bring the 

Another point which 1s_ often a a . «, ws decelerative forces experience 

overlooked is that the attachment The idea of properly “packaging eceles iHive: EOECES Experience a 
aa . : the passengers and drivers of cars within the range of human toler- 

of the belt to the seat or floor and ee q a | ° e wife ort 
af the seat to the car frame must 8S applied with respect to de- ot The safety pe steering 

be able to withstand considerable lethalizing interiors of vehicles. wheel is perhaps the most impor 
° . Specific attention was given to < tant advancement in safety meas- 

forces. Laboratory tests using a SE ante was ‘Given tO any ; a 
‘s. Laboratory tests us e object which could cause injury if ures for cars that has resulted from 

tension-testing machine and a body J use Injury’ : rai : aft ba 
: : : impacted by the occupants, Pad- crash research. Its effect on injury 

block have assisted in the qualifi- oe ra ecupan’s, nae sxduction has been considerable 
: ding is useful in this respect, as it  Te@uction has been considerable 

cation of belts and hardware. Pull ing 1s userul m this respect, as 1 caine ane’ p 
; : covers the hard, impact resistant Since its invention. 

tests on the body floor have estab- surfaces of the front pit of th 
cclcs Sele “o) warnvtuw ope surfaces of the front part of the 

lished the structural requirements passenger Sempsrmane whl ik LOOK TO THE FUTURE 

for adequate seat-belt installation. ome ana ° 

In short, investigations have most likely to be struck by the pas- Safety in travel on our strects 

broadly determined the physical Sa in an accident situation. and highways now commands a 

conditions which the seat-belt in- Pade ing, 3s a useful feature pro- greater share of the public's inter- 

stallation must meet to with: vided the padding used is effective. est and alarm. Fortunately, the 

stand the forces developed during If, for example, soft sponge rubber auto manufacturers have also in- 

collisions. is employed, there is a tendency creased their interest in injury pro- 

The SAE Technical Board has for the part of the body that hits it ducing accidents and measures 

approved a Recommended Practice to crash straight through the rub- which can be used to reduce the 

that sets up procedures for testing ber and strike the hard backing growing injury and fatality rate in 

motor vehicle lap belt assemblies. with practically undiminished our country. It is to be expected 

The tests specify that a seat belt force. The firmer materials, such as that they will continue to improve 

assembly should be able to with- cork or the harder mixes of rubber, the protection offered to occupants 

stand at Ieast 1500 pounds in ten- are more suitable for this purpose. of cars, should accidents happen, 

sion and loop strength should be In. the design of a crash pad, an both through the structure itself 

at least 3000 pounds. These values important consideration is which and through an ever increasing 

are in agreement with Civil Aero- part of the body will hit it; obvi- number of inherent features and 

nautic Authority requirements for ously, a softer padding is desirable accessories designed primarily for 

seat belts currently used in. civil for protecting the face than for passenger protection and safety. 

aircraft. A loop strength of 3000 most other parts of the body. The complexity of the safety prob- 

pounds is about the load a 150 Ib Research on this problem has Jem is realized by everyone seri- 

passenger would place on the belt brought about the development of ously participating in crash injury 

when a car going 20-mph crashes a foam plastic which provides the research. 

into a rigid barrier. Specifications best combination of energy absorb- With the number of improve- 

for webbing, testing the belt as- a ability. sotines ae he dash ments in safety features increasing, 

sembly, and testing the release vinae ie mae mee in ue foe it remains for the car buyer to sce 

mechanism after being subjected to Leen a 601 mn the fine = . that he gets the benefits of all the 

load are laid down by the board aon abe Sy ee act 1 i ers. f research and development which 

and adherred to in testing auto demonstration conducted to attest have gone into them. Everyone 

safety belts. to these features was the dropping buys insurance, why not safety? 

| ° of a fresh egg from a 10 ft height os . 

Door Latches on the padding equivalent to that wERERENCES 

! : cess <a wATts on car dashboard padding. The egg 
Along with restraint of occupants came through the test ® ccathel Design Factors in Automotive Safety, by 

by belts, the use of safety type door - . he ¢ srial’s wsiliee di. A. L. Haynes, Ford Motor Company. 

latches further minimizes the proving the material's extraordl- Pub. in SAE. Transactions, Vol. 64, 

chances of injuries sustained from — P&T energy absorbing ability. 1956 | 

eEcti in < accide situati Automobile Impact Studies, by J. An- 

Coen tb m ia aceite situation. Recessed Hub Steering Wheels thony Edwards. Pub. in Automobile 

Since the ‘chances. Of injury are . . Engineer, Vol. 46, No. 6, June 1956 
half if the occupant stays in the car, An important factor to the driver Human Factors of Crash Protection in 

as against being ejected, a door of an auto which is involved in a Automobiles, by J. P. Stapp, S. Ts 

latch has been devised which re- collision is the design of the seen tga ae of potomotve Engi- 

sists > tendenc spouse al 2 5 cteart neers, June 3-8, 1956 ; 

sists the tendency of the body to stecring wheel and the steering — agoior Vehicle Lap Belts, Socicty of Au- 

deform and unlatch the door. In- post. These must be such that tomotive ‘Fiaindar® Vol. 63, No: 12, 

stead of just holding the door — impact forces are absorbed through December, 1955 
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Engine Ears pass directions, he will know which Compromise 
direction is the steepest. He can A new Englander and his wife 

(Continued from page 16) climb to the summit if he steps in had taken up a homestead in Okla’- 
the direction of steepest rise, and oma. The soil was kindly and 

using the 1604 and 160 Computers. _ Starts the process over again. . their thrift was so great that they 
It was indicated that the Depart- In evolutionary improvement of prospered. At last age came heavily 
ment of Linguistics, under the industrial production, the summit upon the wife and knowing that 
chairmanship of Dr. Murray Fowl- sought is the best yield or highest her time was not long, she called 
er, would perform analyses and re- quality. . . . her husband to her side. 
search in languages with the aid of Evolutionary improvement is a “Dear,” she said, “I want you to the computer system. manual operation in which men send ae back io Vermont after Ive 

Total cost of the Control Data make changes in the operatingicon: passed away.” Computer system: is invexcess of $1 ditions and note the effects on the erhae weuld. cose. & T8t, Many” 
million. University President Con- production. In the UW experimen- replied her husband a meld 1 
rad A, Elvehjem credited grants tal plant, the machinery will do a indmill ior whit that wo 0 
from the National Science Founda- ee ad sal investigators for cost” " . “ " 
tion, the Wisconsin Alumni Re- the nei ch wit be Dr a and Dr. “But L couldn't lie still in a grave 
search Foundation, and Control © Proj t eee dhis fax away bs he old folks.” 
Data Corporation for making Olaf A. Hougen, of the chemical us a rae ‘ite. me o cag 
possible the computer purchase. engineering department. brgteste: Uae “Wa ae 

A unique course in Solar Energy Well now, don’t fret,” compro- 
Technology is now being taught at | mised the man. “I'll tell you what 

EVOLUTIONARY OPERATIONS the University of Wisconsin. It is Til do. Suppose we try you here 

An experimental industrial the first of its kind, as far as is and if you don’t lie still, then I Wl 
chemical plant that will automati- known, to be offered as a regular ship you back to Old Vermont. 
cally improve the quality of its academic credit course in any 
product will be set up at the Uni- college or university. see 
versity of Wisconsin. The course is being given for ME: I got a letter from Marjory 

| A National Science Foundation seniors and graduate students in accepting my proposal 
grant of $97,000 will finance the chemical and mechanical engineer- EE: Th Should be all 
research, which will be a joint ing by Prof. John A. Duffie of the smil 1 en you shou ea 
project of the University’s new sta- UW College of Engineering's Engi- Sees: 3 5 
tistics department and Engineering neering Experiment Station and di- ME: weal but who in hell is 
Experiment Station. rector of the UW’s Solar Energy Marjory? 

The model plant will automati- Laboratory. eee 
cally improve its product by con- The course covers three broad 
tinuously making slight changes in phases of the subject, including a A Fairy Tale 
its operating conditions and seek- study of basic concepts of avail- . . 
ing those which produce the high- ability and collection of solar radia- _ Once upon a time a beautiful est quality. tion. girl was walking through the woods 

‘The plank is an, outgrowlly of It also includes studies of appli. When she came upon a poor little 
statistical theories. Dr. George E. P. cation of solar radiation to house frog who spoke as follows: 
Box, director of the UW statistics heating and cooling, to distillation “Lady, once upon a time I was a 
department, compared many  in- of sea water, and other problems, as handsome prince, but a big black 
dustrial chemical processes to cake Well as application of solar energy witch tured me into a frog.” 
baking, the basic ingredients are in space vehicles such as its aux- “Oh, that’s too bad,” said the 
known, but the right combination, iliary power possibilities. beautiful girl, “Is there anything 1 
the right temperature and time, are The aaa ae is partly reine can do to help you?” 
found. only: by. guesswork. on research in the ”’s Solar “Vac indead ? vanlia tenon TE 

The UW's: o peximentel plant Energy Laboratory e well as mak- von al wee oe hove wien 
wont make any changes in basic ing extensive use of current re- : - on vour pi ; recipes, but it all as the guess search and literature in the field. aa a yous spills’ C wall 
work out of finding the right con- eee So the beautiful girl took the 
ditions for production. = ‘ os os a. . poor little frog home with her, and The automatic improvement A man went to the bar and or- 9 5 
plant is an outgrowth of evolu- dered a Martini, drank it, chewed oe Bee ace hee when ne aeke 
tionary operation which was origi- up the bowl of the glass and threw Nee ne ig ai ae » this 
nated by Dr. Box and has been the stem over his shoulder. He con- Penge nes ae ae OV s 2O Eu . i mii : : : ae day her mother still doesn’t believe widely adopted in British and tinued this for six Martinis and no- this stor 
American. chemical industries ticed that the bartender was star- sory aaa 
during the past five years. ing at him. 

Evolutionary improvement can “I guess you think I’m crazy, The “New Army” hitch-hiker is 
be compared to a blind man trying don’t you?” he asked. the fellow who holds up a thumb 
to climb a mountain. If he takes “I sure do,” the bartender re- and when a motorist stops asks: 
one step in each of the four com- plied, “the stems are the best part.”. “Do you have a radio in your car?” 
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Dames are pushovers for gay A farmer and a professor were A group of local college boys 
caballeros. Caballeros are athletes sharing a seat on a train. It was were coming home from a party 
in Spain. Athletes in Spain throw getting lonesome so the farmer one night plastered to the gills. 
the bull for diversion. Therefore started a conversation and they They stood in front of the house of 
dames are pushovers for bull soon became a friendly pair. one of their number and called for 
throwers. “Let’s have a game of riddles to __ the father. “Will you please do ush 

ee eS pass the time,” said the professor, a favor?” one said. 

Two lunatics, each firm in the “If I have a riddle that you can’t “What do you want?” asked the 
belief that he was a lifeguard, had — guess you give me one dollar or father. 
escaped from an asylum and were vice versa.” “Will you please come out here 
trudging along the road in search “All right,” replied the farmer, and pick out Sam so the rest of 
of an ocean. Presently they came “but since you are better educated ush can go home?” 
upon a large field of wheat ee than I am, do you mind if I only a8 # 
was rippling in the breeze muc! give fifty cents?” A fat lady s : : i e at lady stepped on the scales 
like the waves of the sea. Shedding “OK,” replied the professor, “You tk ne tl PvE one " ne “— 

their clothes, they serambled up a go first.” der. ‘The indicator stopped at 25 
telephone pole and the first goofy “Well, what animal has three pounds. : . “Eeseew 

one dove off. A moment later his legs walking and two legs flying?” “Holy smokes,” exclaimed a 
seul Gazedly emerged from the 1 1 Bot yr UEIE your dol- drunk who watched her, “she’s 

heat. . ar. at’s the answer? hollow!” 
™ Dive to the left, he — “I don’t know either. Here’s your vee 

a pompamon, I struck a san fifty cents,” answered the farmer. A colored preacher was hearing 
at eee eo 8 a confession. In the middle of it 

The wife was always antago- _ Teacher: “How do you suppose he stopped the young sinner, say- 

nized by her husband’s going out Noah spent his time in the Ark? ing, “Young man, you ain’t confess- 
at night. His departing words There being no response from the ing, you’s braggin’.” 
which especially angered her eee class of little engineers, she added, oo 8 

always, “Good night, mother of “I suppose he did a lot of fishing. Two Engineers were sitting in 
three.” Little Freddie (Gjecring): “Fine the Library, one deeply interested 

But one night, she could stand it chance, with only two worms. in a book he was holding. “What's 

no longer, and when he took his eo © that you're reading?” asked the 

hat, started out the door, and called Demure Young Thing: “Oh, other. 

cheerily, “Good night, mother of | what kind of an officer are you?” “It’s called ‘What Millions of 

three,” she answered quite as Officer: “I’m a naval surgeon.” Women Want” was the reply. 

cheerily, “Good night, father of Demure Young Thing: “Dear, “Lemme see that,” said the ques- 

one.” dear, how you doctors do spe- tioner, “I wanna see if they spelled 

Now he stays home. cialize!” my name right.” 
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: So You Think 

[ Youre SMART’! ou re , 

by Sneedly, Law’66 

IL winner of the March con- pieces 2” long and one piece 8” — wall and 9” from the other, What 
Tics was John C. Weber, As- long, no triangle can be made. is the diameter of the table? 

sociate Professor of electrical Here’s a slight variation on a Send your answers with your 
engineering, At last we are getting very old problem. From what two own name and address to: 
some class in this calm: aera lscations in the*world is it possible SNEEDLY 
tally, he won by only one-half to walk one mile south, one mile 
hour, The correct answers were: east, and one mile north and ar- c/o The Wisconsin Engineer 
problem one, 1,3,9,27, problem two, rive at the place from which you 333 Mechanical Engineering 
51.7. and problem three, 64 min- started. One place is easy to find, Building 
utes 20) seconds and quarter to but old Sneedly wagers that you'll Madison 6, Wisconsin 
nine. have to think to find the second. 

Were still on our stick kick Finally, a little problem in ge- All answers must be sent in the 
which we started last month. Fig-  ometry. A large circular table is mail and only letters with the cor- 
ure out the probability that a stick, pushed into a corer of a room so rect answers having the earliest 
being broken into three chance that it touches both walls. An ink- postmark will be considered the 
pieces, may be arranged in the spot on the very edge of the table, winner(s). In case of ties, the Ten 
form of a triangle. Realize that if on the side nearest the corner, is dollar prize will be divided equally 
a 12” stick is broken into two known to be exactly 8” from one — among the winners. 
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If your sights are set@ ff on nuclear power- 
SS a 

» hiene ot...” ' 

‘haan | ee Photography 

a ‘Vee j ° 

7a. Veer, | oe with you 

a ya \\ ee : Already engineers working with 

eee nuclear power have learned that only 

\ a ——— utmost purity of materials and metic- 

‘ \ | 7 : 4 ulous accuracy in manufacture can be 

4 7 ] tolerated in a reactor. Steels for the 

4 3 , \ | q reactors and reactor vessels are checked 

o \ 7 ] | y for make-up and molecular structure 

Va moo: = with photomicrography and x-ray dif- 

\ \ 2 \ ; Z ee fraction. Welds are proved sound and 

A — 3 —", | 1. moderators flawless with radiography. 

_ 1. db wre lay i) . OO And stresses likely to occur are studied 

o a | : aa 1 i l VM) 7 in advance with photo-elastic stress 

4 \ = 1 \ a analysis. 

lew © iL I aS In this new-day industry, as in any 

LS 4 a | a ; oO field on which you set your sights, 

> alll La it <e hotography plays a part in making a 
_ ; t Pp graphy plays a part in m g 

7 ; a better product, in producing it easier, 

wy | ea. tL @ in selling it faster. It cuts costs and 
“)- f i igo nS : 
coe —— | \ mn? 7 saves time all along the line. 

| A — . 
_ | : 1 So, in whatever you plan to do, take 
_e Aa SA pe. : 

a _ —. ONS q i ei full advantage of all the ways photog- 

Cc rc ie ed * ys raphy can help. 

i. of , a F ue CAREERS WITH KODAK: 

yD “FS Ge ; Be... ~ , we 4 With photography and photographic proc- 

 ~=—r—mEOBW _ Ce ie, jae | x > esses becoming increasingly important in 

«—rrr—™ . ia aN : _ > the business and industry of tomorrow, 

‘ _ _ : 7 | Tol 8 there are new and challenging opportunities 

~~ =F me yy a at Kodak in research, engineering, elec- 

Js, FF i are) / os tronics, design, sales, and production. ZS _ | "I if = > gn, > P 

> , - - we E/ i) CS If you are looking for such an interesting 

—-. _ . <a as. a opportunity, write for information about 

oe Ll g “y _ é 4 4 careers with Kodak. Address: Business and 

- — L. .4 yo Technical Personnel Department, Eastman 
: a 8 mo P 

oo. oe Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. L 

Mock-up of the Shippingport (Pa.) Atomic Power Station reactor 4s 

which was designed and developed by the Westinghouse Electric 4 £ 

Corporation under the direction of and in technical cooperation - 

with the Naval Reactors Branch, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. fo ; 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY socal 
Cc “TRADE MARK 

Rochester 4, N.Y. Lo
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. Oe / ” ne of a series 

os od . 7 Interview with General Electric’s 

af i | we _—s Charles F. Savage 
— | ° . ° . . : 4. =| «Ss Consultant—Engineering Professional Relations 

| €é. - m How Professional Societies — 4 

(eo Help Develop Young Engineers 

Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers Q. What contribution is the young en- courage employees to join pro- 
join professional engineering socie- gineer expected to make as an ac- fessional societies. Why? Because 

ties? tive member of technical and pro- General Electric shares in recog- 
A. By all means. Once engineers fessional societies? nition accorded any of its indi- 

have graduated from college A. First of all, he should become vidual employees, as well as the 
they are immediately “on the active in helping promote the common pool of knowledge that 
outside looking in,” so to speak, objectives of a society by prepar- these engineers build up. It can’t 
of a new social circle to which ing and presenting timely, well- help but profit by encouraging 
they must earn their right to be- conceived technical papers. He such association, which sparks 

long. Joining a professional or should also become active in and stimulates contributions. 
technical society represents a organizational administration. Right now, sizeable numbers of 
good entree. This is self-development at work, General Electric employees, at 

Q. How do these societies help young for such efforts can enhance the all levels in the Company, belong 
engineers? nee aire mae oS to engineering societies, hold re- 

A. The members of these societies add that ‘tratesiional” daveien. sponsible offices, Serve: OF work- 
s ing committees and handle im- 

—mature, knowledgeable men— ment is a continuous process, tant i ts. M. 
have an obligation to instruct starting prior to entering eal: eon ah cospnments; Many are 
those who follow after them. ; ecognized for their outstanding ' aw lege and progressing beyond contributions by honor and Engineer: d scientists—as pro- i i i y gineers an s S Pro: retirement. Professional aspira- medal awards. 
fessional people—are custodians tions may change but learning ° 
of a specialized body or fund of covers a person’s entire life span. These general observations em- 
knowledge to which they have And, of course, there are dues to phasize that General Electric 
three definite responsibilities. be paid. The amount is grad- does encourage participation. In 
The first is to generate new uated in terms of professional indication of the importance of 
knowledge and add to this total stature gained and should al- this view, the Company usually 
fund. The second is to utilize ways be considered as a personal defrays a portion of the expense 
this fund of knowledge in service investment in his future. accrued by the men involved in 
to society. The third is to teach as supporting the activities of these 
this knowledge to others, includ- Q@. How do you go about joining pro- various organizations. Remem- 
ing young engineers. fessional groups? ber, our goal is to see every man 

aps . A. While still in school, join student advance to the full limit of his 
Qa. Specifically, what benefits accrue chapters of societies right on capabilities. Encouraging him to 

from belonging to these groups? campus. Once an engineer is out join Professional Societies is one 
A. There are many. For the young working in industry, he should way to help him do so. 
ora eee entpain co contest lecat Ghabipss of ppebeke Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet 

ai xposing his cal and professional societies, or “ ; » * 
ork to appraisal by other scien. find out Uae them from fellow an Lust D Years published By: . : : ie Engineers’ Council for Profes- 

tists and encieet® pics impor- engineers. sional Development which you may 

bi yune cutecs fe feemn_@ Soeur ai mage per fave forthe aking Simpy we f ork: erucial ‘to thelr Obit ticipation in technical and_profes- . ©. F. Savage, Section ’ 
be 11a" a sonal swetarias? General Electric Co., Schenectady 
These organizations are a prime 5,N.Y. 
source of ideas— meeting col- A. It certainly does. General Elec- , 
leagues and talking with them, tric progress is built upon cre- 
reading reports, attending meet- ative ideas and innovations. The *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 
ings and lectures. And, for the Company goes to great lengths cussing: Salary © Why Companies 
young engineer, recognition of to establish a climate and in- have Training Programs © How to 
his accomplishments by asso- centive to yield these results. Get the Job You Want. 
ciates and organizations gener- One way to get ideas is to en- 
ally heads the list of his aspira- 
tions. He derives satisfaction 
from knowing that he has been G fp N EF R A L E LE C T R | C 
identified in his field.
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